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SHIFTS IN ATTITUDES & ACTIONS
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KEY OUTTAKES:
• Isolation can present an opportunity accelerate digital adoption
• Apps are being utilised by customers who would never previously have considered them
•

Smaller purchase categories are now divided into ‘survive’ and ‘thrive’
•

Non-essential purchases are out as we prepare to stay in, but the meaning of essential

has changed
•

Risk averse behaviours in larger categories such as home loans
•

•

COVID-19 will remove three groups of buyers from the property market

Focus on human connection & empathy

4

Growth in time spent in different
categories on phone

COVID-19 IS ACCELERATING THE
SWTICH TO ONLINE BANKING
Government restrictions on lockdown and isolation have caused digital adoption to speed
up across the globe.
Many people worldwide have had no other option than to trial apps and websites for the
first time, showing them how easy and convenient living life online can be. All generations
have had more exposure to online shopping, socialising and completing every-day tasks
like banking & finance management from the comfort of their homes.
Verizon's data [top right] shows the increased about of time people are spending in financial
applications within their phones, while the graph from WARC [bottom right] shows the
increase in e-Commerce purchases in Australia compared to other countries.

Finance

Purchasing products online that would normally buy instore, compared to previous month
(% of consumers)

Nielsen have also identified that this represents a good opportunity for marketers to take
advantage of increased online engagement to reach new audiences, saying “progression
in technology usage may start with the basic functionality offered by smartphones such
as mobile payments.”

Source: Verizon Media SDK Data Jan'20 vs Mar'20 | Nielsen US, Covid-19 the unexpected catalyst for tech adoption, 16th
March 2020 | WARC E-commerce shopping more frequent because of COVID-19, March 2020.
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Change in daily purchases
(vs the start of February)

NON-ESSENTIAL PURCHSES ARE OUT OF
FAVOUR WHILE WE PREPARE TO STAY IN
"The coronavirus pandemic has completely changed patterns of consumer behaviour
all over the world. People are afraid, and when people are afraid, they go into survival
mode" - Jesse Garcia
Born out of force and fear, our purchases have shifted from discretionary to
essential goods. 73.1% of Aussies are worried about an imminent recession. This fear along
with the force of governments mandating lockdowns has led to a collective shift to
purchasing necessities fit for long-term isolation.
What we can see from Verizon's access to purchase data is a clear shift towards goods that
are necessary to build the home into a space of continuous, long-term occupancy.
Both ‘survive’ and ‘thrive’ purchases – such as fitness equipment, indoor games and books.

Source: Verizon Media 1 Feb 2020 – 21 Mar 2020 | WARC & Ekas "Australians abandon travel plans as recession concerns
top COVID-19 fears" 12-16 March 2020 | South China Morning Post "Coronavirus China US Consumer Behaviour Radically
Altered as world retreats into survival mode" 1 April 2020
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PEOPLE ARE DEMONSTRATING RISKAVERSE PURCHASE BEHAVIOURS
With unemployment set to rise as high as 11%, and the possibly of a recession
increasing, it’s no surprise that consumer confidence is the weakest it has been for
months. This has effected the likelihood of consumers avoiding significant financial
decisions, such as to buy a car, or to buy or sell a home.
This avoidance is seen in the increasing withdrawal rate of property listings, as well
as the decreasing clearance rates.
• 40% of Australia's real estate auctions were withdrawn over the weekend of 28th
& 29th March 2020.
• More than 60% of Australian real estate agents have seen buyers and seller
enquiries fall by more than 50% over recent weeks.
COVID-19 will remove three groups of buyers from the property market:
1. those adopting a wait-and-see approach,
2. those with reduced incomes and
3. those who are uncertain.

The overall weaker market will only benefit those in very secure jobs who have
confidence and financial well-being.
Source: Guardian “How will coronavirus affect Australia’s real estate market and house prices?” 16 March 2020 | Broker
News: “COVID-19 and the property market” 24 March 2020 | ABC National house prices hold up in March – 1 April 2020
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OUR RECOMMENDATIONS
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KEY OUTTAKES:
• People expect brands to respond, but must be in line with your position
• Rapidly (re)define your role
• The importance of the call centre in human connection
• Human connection & acting with empathy

• Overcoming baseline distrust in a post-Royal Commission world
• How you act now will influence how you are perceived post
• Positivity & the demonstration of how you are helping is key

9

DEFINING YOUR ROLE AS A BRAND
FUNCTIONAL

“What do we need to tell
our consumers to keep
serving them best?”

1. Essential Services &
Supplies
• Active & essential roles
• Under pressure
• Continue to serve

3. Restricted Behaviours &
Industries
• Encourage pro-social
behaviours
• Damage limitation

HELPING

“How can we keep spirits
up without being tactless
or tasteless?”

“How can we hang in
there and help end this
crisis?”

HURTING

2. Entertainment &
Comfort
• Inform, reassure,
entertain
• Public morale & spirit

4. Discretionary Luxury
• Shift focus
• Get tone right
• Focus on future

“What else can we do
to help?”

EMOTIONAL
Source: WARC.
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ESSENTIAL SERVICES & SUPPLIES: BE DIRECT BUT HAVE EMPATHY IN
THE COVID-19 RESPONSE
Where brands provide key national services, ensure your communications have clarity, show solidarity and provide comfort.
Communication takes on the reassuring role of a public service announcement. People want to know that life can and will
continue.
Directness is fine: if regular services are suspended, or you need people to stop calling for the greater good, tell them
that. Doing so in a branded, positive way is also fine, and often better - people want trust and reassurance, and brand
messages may cut-through more powerfully.
In times of disrupted supply chains and potential shortages, introducing your brand or communicating availability is
important - but it shouldn’t feel opportunistic.
Say what you need to say but recognise the role that your brand plays in society's anxiety while showing compassion for the
collective good.

Source: WARC.
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YOUR CALL CENTRE IS AN OPPORTUNITY
FOR HUMAN CONNECTION
Financial institutions need to ramp up their ability to handle inbound calls and be able
to respond with empathy, even if they’re just FAQ-type questions.

That will go a long way to building a long-lasting relationship that will extend well
beyond this emergency. There are several things financial institutions must do to
achieve this:
1. Increase capabilities of call centres
• Specifically by upskilling your staff to handle upset consumers, but also;
• Training your staff to practise self-care because of the impending inundation of
emotional conversations
2. Hire contractors, or train employees in other departments, with the skills needed to
deal with troubled consumers
3. Evolve the technology in your contact centres
• Privacy is still of utmost concern - ensure that customers know their privacy
concerns are still valid, and there are measures in place to protect this while
contact centres are dispersed.
• Train chatbots to handle common crisis questions, such as "Are your branches still
open?", "Can I get coronavirus from cash or an ATM touchscreen?", "What
cleaning regimens do you have in your branches?"

Source: The Financial Brand - "Coronavirus Forcing Financial Institutions to Revamp Contact Centres"
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THE ACCELERATION TOWARDS
FINANCIAL DIGITAL ECO-SYSTEMS
Coronavirus will prompt and accelerate a re-shaping of bank branch
networks: already banks have seen a reduced footfall and decline in the
amount of cash passing through their system over the last decade.
Beyond the health crisis, consumers and financial workers alike will lean into
digital financial services.

Those who win will be those who can foster a greater customer relationship
without physical contact. This means online-only institutions are in with a
head start.
Financial businesses must prioritise identifying issues or obstacles to business
continuity and experiment with new solutions or ways of working.

Source: AFR "How Coronavirus will change banking" - 30th March 2020
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THE MOVE AWAY FROM BIG (RISKY) FINANCIAL
DECISIONS WILL LEAD TO A REDUCTION IN
CUSTOMER ACQUISITION THROUGH LOANS
Customer acquisition through loans products will be difficult while people are avoiding highrisk purchases. Banks are in a unique position to enhance customer confidence, ease
concerns about financial commitments at a time of disruption and take proactive measures
to help the most vulnerable customers.
Retailers, small and medium size enterprises, and corporate customers, are all developing
strategies to weather the economic disruption and maintain the viability of their businesses.
Financial institutions can alleviate the risk by providing certainty. Those who position certainty
around topics that people care about (I.e. essential purchases and the ability to save
money) will have the most appeal. It's important to remember people will have the time and
energy to review their financial institutions – and the amount of consumers who switch brands
increases from 8% to 21% during significant life events.

Source: McKinsey & "Choice Factory"
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WE'RE STILL WORKING ON A BASE OF
DISTRUST IN A POST ROYAL COMMISSION
WORLD
Banks have extended the generous approach they had throughout the
Australian Bushfires to everyone during the COVID-19 pandemic. The industry has
risen to meet the rising expectations of financial institutions, and how they treat
vulnerable customers.
Financial brands must be cautious of the tone they employ as the industry is still
working towards regaining trust in a post-royal commission world. A way to
bridge this gap and avoid playing in spaces without permission is through media
partnerships.
Financial brands can form partnerships with institutions and services that
Australians trust and admire to provide support. Partnerships help to avoid putting
the brand front and centre – and thus the potential for criticism – while increasing
the chances of brand favourability.

Source: AFR "Bank CEOS, Treasurer thrash out virus plan" 11 March 2020
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PEOPLE EXPECT BRANDS TO RESPOND
The vast majority of consumers do not think brands need to stop advertising during the
Covid-19 outbreak, although they do expect companies to think about their tone and
messaging, and communicate around values.
A new survey of more than 35,000 consumers globally by Kantar found that just 8%
thought brands should stop advertising. However, there is a clear expectation that
companies should play their part, with 78% of consumers believing brands should help
them in their daily lives, but 74% cautioning that companies should not exploit the
situation.

There is a high level of agreement that brands should use a reassuring tone, offer a
positive perspective and communicate brand values.
Only 30% want to see brands offering discounts and promotions, while 19% want to see
them setting up call centres to help with customer queries. This suggests consumers
understand the difficult position many companies find themselves in.

Source: Kantar COVID-19 barometer report March 2020 .
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PEOPLE WANT HELP RATHER THAN DEALS / PROMOTIONS
Q: “How should brands respond?”
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Should talk about
how they are
helping with our
new daily lives

Should inform
Should NOT exploit
about their efforts
the coronavirus
to face the
situation to
situation
promote the brand

Source: Kantar COVID-19 barometer report March 2020 .
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PEOPLE TRUST A COMBINED BRAND/GOVERNMENT APPROACH
The effort to tackle the novel coronavirus outbreak will be more
effective if governments and business work together, rather than
government alone, according to research from Edelman.

Twice as many people believe brands working with the
government will be more effective than the government alone

Across the 10 markets surveyed, one-fifth (20%) believe government
alone can most effectively tackle the virus. However, this rises to nearly
one-half (45%) when government and business work together as a
team.
Businesses should support government efforts rather than lead them. In
none of the 10 markets did more than 8% of consumers say business
alone is most effective.
One way brands can support the work of governments is by sharing
key information. By taking a proactive role, brands can gain trust and
respect, something that may last even when the outbreak ends.
However, to be effective, brands need to be continually listening to
the customer and deliver real action rather than just words.

Source: WARC.
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BEST & BAD PRACTICE
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AU

AUSTRALIA'S BANKS
Rapid action is being taken to help financially support people
through the economic impact of COVID-19 epidemic, with major
and second-tier banks alike announcing new measures to help their
customers through this trying time.
The big four banks are using their paid media space to respond to
consumer concerns and adapting their owned assets to provide
Coronavirus Support guides.
All the big four have taken out full page press ads, detailing eligibility
or new measures. Others, such as Westpac, have used digital and
social assets to drive people to online banking, as well as
communicate the product functionalities that are relevant to
people’s finances in these times.

Source: McKinsey
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AU

NAB: VIDEO HOME LOAN APPLICATIONS
NAB has enabled the tech to apply for home loans via online video calls.
NAB had toyed with creating a process for mortgages involving advisers serving
prospective customers on a video call. But internal processes meant it was
estimated activating such a system would take up to 12 months.
However, over the last two weeks — as NAB realised it needed to maintain one
of the bank's most profitable products without sending advisers into people's
homes and without customers coming into its branches — the innovation
wheels have turned much faster. They were able to get the service up in three
days.
Not only is this a great example of ensuring NAB can continue to provide
products through new tech methods, but it checks off various other consumer
needs, such as:
• Facilitating people's desire for connections during this isolated period
• Shows understanding of the home loan process being high involvement and
complex
• Enable's customers to have an empathic voice at the other end of the
process

Source: AFR "How Coronavirus will change banking" - 30th March 2020
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AU

ME BANK: GIVE THE GIFT OF BONUS
INTEREST
ME Bank successfully putting customers first with a ‘how we
can support you’ mentality.
In times like these, empathy for your customers and the
challenges they are facing is key.
ME Bank took the step of launching paused home loan
repayments and automatic bonus savings to customers with
online savings accounts.
This is a relatively small but effective gesture that
demonstrates ME Bank is aware of the impact of RBA Interest
cuts and what affects that has on Australian’s ‘rainy day’
funds – many of which will be tapped into during this
uncertain period.

Source: McKinsey
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AU

ING: GIVES FREE UBER EATS DELIVERY
ING and Uber Eats have teamed up to bring Aussies something
sweet.
Until April 30th, ING and Uber Eats are working together to help
support restaurants by bringing an exclusive promotion to
Orange Everyday and Orange One customers – free delivery.
It's a clever move from ING. By recognising people's propensity
to be stuck indoors combined with their desire to support their
local community – they've enabled their customer's intentions.
All the customer must do is enter a promo code in the check
out of their Uber Eats app when ordering and pay with their
ING card.

Source: McKinsey
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BANKS OF ITALY
There is a government-mandated payment holiday on mortgages in
Italy. In addition to this, some Italian banks are developing
frameworks to proactively assess which actions may have the more
effective outcome on clients. Considerations include:
•Level of COVID-19 impact, for example, geographical areas most
affected by the virus
•Type of loan, for example, primary-home mortgages, secondaryhome mortgages, unsecured personal loan
•Client delinquency stage
Segmentation such as this allows the effective prioritization of cases
based on criticality (i.e. those most affected by COVID-19 will be
supported with highest priority).

Source: McKinsey
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NATWEST
UK Banks including Royal Bank of Scotland, LLoyds and TSB are to offer
repayment holidays on mortgages and loans, as part of relief measures for
customers affected by the coronavirus outbreak. Despite changing the terms
on their product to ensure it was still of value to consumer's current lives, this
wasn't the only challenge NatWest had to overcome.
NatWest, along with other UK banks coped copious amounts of bad press
after customers reported being on hold for up to two hours to request taking a
payment holiday from their mortgages.
However, NatWest did the due diligence of listening to their social channels,
and shortly after announced their online portal to apply for Mortgage
Payment Holidays.
They also created a dedicated customer care helpline for customers over 70
and those in a period of prolonged isolation.

Source: https://econsultancy.com/how-coronavirus-impacting-financial-sector-payments-banking-fintech-brand-response/
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CHINA MERCHANTS BANK: CREATING A
ONE-STOP-SHOP FOR LIFE
China Merchants Bank enhanced its app to become a one-stop shop
for life and financial services. Users could access various daily services
for stay-at-home employees (such as food delivery, recipes, and online
courses) and those returning to work (ridesharing services).
These services were in the same window as traditional financial services
such as lending, wealth management, credit-card repayment, and
fund transfer.
A special zone on the app provided real-time pandemic data, online
counselling, and a designated hospital search through partnerships
with various third-party suppliers.
In just one month, the special zone had more than 100 million visits, with
1.6 million visitors receiving counselling from around 50,000 doctors.

Source: McKinsey
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AMERICAN EXPRESS ALIGNED WITH
PREDISPOSED BEHAVIOUR
Consumers are adjusting to their new way of life and have the time to re-evaluate
their circumstances or their behaviours. With this shift, there will be an inclination
to support brands acting the right way during the COVID crisis and purchasing
from local retailers to minimise the impact in communities.
American Express tapped into this pre-disposed behaviour by tweeting its
encouragement for consumers to support small businesses while observing
recommendations to stay at home, suggesting that they order a delivery, make a
purchase online, or purchase a gift card from a small business to use at a later
date.
American Express has long played in the space of supporting local businesses
with their ongoing ‘Shop Small’ campaign. Staying true to their brand's position,
as well as tapping into a pre-existing inclination of their customers, creates a
seamless alignment to the current context.

Source: https://econsultancy.com/how-coronavirus-impacting-financial-sector-payments-banking-fintech-brandresponse/
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PING AN POCKET BANK: DO IT AT HOME
CAMPAIGN
Many institutions are offering customers an expanded range of online services
to reduce the need for in-person banking. Ping An Bank, as part of its anticoronavirus initiative, introduced the Do It At Home campaign to offer
contactless and smart services.
Customers could complete a variety of financial services on the Ping An Pocket
Bank app, relating to basic banking transactions, wealth management,
insurance, foreign exchange, private bank or family trust, investor education,
and more. Artificial intelligence–powered customer service was rolled out to
offer around-the-clock consultation when call centres were closed and faceto-face communication wasn’t possible.

In just two weeks, more than three million customers had made 116.7 million
transactions from 3.05million customers, and 475,000 customers had viewed
online lectures on mutual funds, PE investment, and financial laws and taxation.

Source: McKinsey & McKinsey
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DBS SINGAPORE: GIVING CERTAINTY
In response to the spread of COVID-19, DBS Singapore introduced several
support measures on February 17. It offered financial assistance to affected
customers in the form of complimentary insurance coverage and home-loanpayment relief for employees in affected industries. Small and medium-size
enterprises were provided a package of support measures; these included a
six-month property-loan principal deferment, temporary loan bridging for
affected businesses, extension of import facilities up to 60 days, digital account
opening, and next-day, collateral-free business loans. But this hasn't been too
far from out of the ordinary for bank's responses.
What DBS Singapore did beyond the standard response was also
launching health and education-related tools, such as online doctor
consultation, online video-based lessons for kids, and taxi street-hail contact
tracing.
These services were tremendously popular: DBS Singapore’s free COVID-19
hospital cash insurance policy, for example, recorded more than 52,000 signups a day at its peak.
Play GIF!

Source: McKinsey
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SOUTH KOREAN BANK:
GIVING PRIVACY WITH WFH RESPONSE
One South Korean bank instituted a platoon system for its nearly 450 callcentre employees, allowing 150 staff members to work from home at a time.
Voice over internet protocols and laptops equipped with company software
were installed in these employees’ homes. Employees working from home
handled only new customer inquiries and generic queries to avoid
compromising sensitive customer information.
Calls that required access to customer information were forwarded to onpremise call centres, where workspaces were altered, and partition walls
were heightened to increase space between employees.
Consumers concerns and priorities during this period aren't shifting, but rather
accumulating. It's important to acknowledge our concerns around privacy
are still present and valid.

Source: McKinsey
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AU

TAL LIFE INSURANCE
TAL moved to cut off payouts to customers who die
from COVID-19, including frontline doctors fighting the
deadly virus.

guidelines), then these customers will be individually
assessed, and individual underwriting terms may be
offered," the statement said.

An internal document from insurer TAL, obtained by
the ABC, revealed the company had begun adding
an exclusion clause for the coronavirus in new
insurance policies.

In its statement, TAL dismissed concerns that applying
the exclusion to doctors could discourage them from
treating patients with COVID-19.

"No benefit will be payable under this cover for any
claim resulting directly or indirectly from COVID-19,
any related condition or infection or any complication
thereof“. The exclusion applies to some policies sold
through insurance brokers or directly by TAL, but does
not affect existing customers or people who take out
life insurance through their superannuation.
TAL said the exclusion had so far been inserted in "only
a very small number of new customer policies". "If
during the underwriting process it has been
determined that they have recently travelled abroad,
or are showing symptoms of COVID-19, or are in high
risk groups (broadly based on current government

"All existing TAL customers, including doctors, nurses
and medical professionals on the frontline, can be
assured they are fully covered for COVID-19," it said.
"All new customers can also be assured that they are
fully covered for COVID-19, unless in cases where an
individual underwriting decision has been applied."
Chair of the Australian Medical Association's Ethics
and Medico-Legal Committee, said:
"It's their financial choice to be doing that, but I'll let
the court of public opinion decide whether this is a fair
thing for them to be doing at this point in time."

Source: ABC.
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